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A remarkable rise in the 

public service

Cecily and John returned to Canberra in August 1940 and John resumed 
his position of research officer in the statistician’s branch of the Department 
of Commerce. On his modest income of around £300 he and Cecily 
set about turning their rented house in McCaughey Street, Turner, into 
a home. They furnished it simply, planted prunus trees outside the back 
western windows to help cool the house in summer, and made friends 
with their neighbours and beyond.

Everyone knew everyone in the small but growing community of 
Canberra. Haig Park, the pine break north of Canberra’s city centre, 
marked the city’s northern boundary. Cecily learned to ride a bicycle as 
a means of getting around town. Everyone did. People would rug up in 
Canberra’s freezing winter temperatures and cycle to work. In the hot 
dry summers they would throw their bathers and towels in their bicycle 
baskets and cool off in the Molonglo River or at the Manuka swimming 
pool. The Blue Moon in Civic Centre was the only café in town and the 
modest but grandly named Albert Hall was hired for eisteddfods, live 
shows and school socials. Performances of the newly formed repertory 
company staged at Radio 2CA’s theatrette were well-attended, as were the 
‘flicks’ or pictures, as movies were then referred to, at the Capitol Theatre 
in Manuka on the other side of the Molonglo River that divided the north 
from the south side of the town. These, Cecily recalled, were good days. 
Canberra was the nation’s capital city in the making. The Commonwealth 
governed the territory in which it sat. Public servants transferred to 
Canberra from Sydney and Melbourne as government departments 
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shifted to be close to the Commonwealth Parliament. In 1941, wartime 
Canberra had a population of about 15,000. There was a large manpower 
shortage as a result of the war and there was only a handful of men in 
the public service with postgraduate degrees. As a result, opportunities 
opened in the public service for the young and talented, and John’s career 
began an inevitable rise.

In February 1941, Dr Ronald Wilson recruited some impressive 
economists  and bright young university graduates to a small Post-War 
Reconstruction Division he had established in the Department of Labour 
and National Service, which he headed. Wilson, as Commonwealth 
statistician, had headed John’s statistician’s branch in the Department 
of Commerce. Wilson recruited both John and Mick (later Sir Keith) 
Shann to his new division to deal with Australia’s postwar reconstruction 
initiatives.1 John completed his doctoral thesis, ‘Restrictive and 
Constructive Intervention’, while working under Wilson (although 
wartime paper shortages delayed him being formally awarded his 
doctorate until later in 1942). Other of Wilson’s recruits were Arthur 
(later Sir Arthur) Tange, from the foreign exchange operations of the 
Bank of New South Wales in Fiji; Leslie Finlay (Fin) Crisp on his return 
from Oxford; Pierce Curtin, a political scientist recently returned from 
the London School of Economics; Percy Judd, an agricultural economist 
from the Rural Bank; Phil Dorrian from the state public service of NSW; 
and Gerald Firth, an economist from the University of Melbourne. The 
work provided John with an opportunity to devise new policy directions. 
Still in touch with his friend Parker, who by then was a New Zealand 
academic at Victoria University of Wellington, John sought ideas from 
him as to how Commonwealth and State relationship problems could 
be managed to facilitate the implementation of postwar reconstruction 
policies when the war ceased.2 John worked in the reconstruction division 
for four months from February 1941.

1  Wilson was appointed secretary of the Department of Labour and National Service in Melbourne 
as a wartime secondment in 1940. In February 1941, he was appointed to head an interdepartmental 
committee to coordinate planning for postwar reconstruction. See H. C. Coombs, Trial Balance: 
Issues of My Working Life (Melbourne: Sun Books, 1981), 22–23, for his inside account of the work of 
the Reconstruction Division under the Menzies Government. For a full account of the planning for 
Australia’s reconstruction see Stuart Macintyre, Australia’s Boldest Experiment: War and Reconstruction 
in the 1940s (Sydney: NewSouth Publishing, 2015). 
2  R. S. Parker papers, NLA, MS 8200, box 46, file 189, letter dated 13 February 1941 on Department 
of Labour and National Services letterhead.
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Cecily and John with baby Meredith, Canberra, 1942.
Source: Family collection.

At this time, Meredith was on her way. If Cecily had had a miscarriage at 
sea, this meant that she must have conceived again almost immediately. 
However, close to full term and during a busy period for John, Cecily 
suffered a threatened miscarriage from possible placenta previa. The baby’s 
condition was cause for alarm and needed to be monitored. Cecily went to 
Sydney where she could be confined to bed and looked after by her family 
in Petersham until the birth. Her sister Eleanor was studying medicine 
and helping to run the household for their father and the family. John 
arrived in Sydney six weeks later to be there for Meredith’s arrival. As was 
usual for fathers, he was not present for the birth but walked up and down 
the hospital corridor smoking during Cecily’s labour. After a 24-hour 
period of labour and aided by forceps, baby Meredith was delivered safely 
by Cecily’s father on 10 May 1941 in Braeside Hospital, Stanmore. It was 
a terrifying time for Cecily, as for any new mum with no experience 
about birthing. Nevertheless, in her euphoria of delight with Meredith, 
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a healthy nearly seven-pound baby who ‘looked beautiful; she wasn’t red 
and crinkled, as most babies are’, Cecily expressed gratitude to everyone 
around.3 John drove them back to Canberra with Meredith tucked in a 
small wicker clothes basket on the back seat of the car.

Cecily described herself, again, as muddling through. In later years, she 
considered she had been inept as a mother, because she had felt compelled 
to do things ‘by the book’ despite a niggling feeling that the standard 
practices did not always feel natural. She let her little baby cry and cry 
when, in hindsight, she thought she should have picked her up. ‘I knew 
nothing, nothing!’4 But then, how many mothers dared challenge the 
advice of experts on child care at the time?

By contrast, John was not feeling inept. He was still ambitious to use 
his economics degree to influence Australian foreign policy and he seized 
another career opportunity that came his way. He was one of the new breed 
of young public servants who networked regularly over drinks at Hotel 
Canberra, a short walk from Parliament House and West Block where 
many worked. Here, John learned of the need for an economist in the 
small Department of External Affairs.5 The USA and UK were pursuing 
postwar reconstruction initiatives, partly to persuade wavering states to 
join the Allies. Australia was invited to a Food and Agriculture conference 
and other conferences on economic matters. External Affairs, whose 
responsibility these were, did not have an economist. The department also 
lacked funds, skilled administrators and prestige. On 30 June 1941, John 
Hood, then acting secretary of the Department of External Affairs, invited 
John to transfer temporarily to the political section of the department. Life 
for both Cecily and John would become complex from here on in, but 
never boring. In his new position, not temporary for long, John pushed 
for more effective postwar reconstruction policies. He continued to liaise 
with the division he had just left. Herbert Cole (Nugget) Coombs, at 
the time a senior economist in the Department of Treasury but who 
later became a significant figure in postwar reconstruction, described the 
reconstruction group as having ‘close, if frequently difficult, links’ with 
John. Coombs saw John as ‘fighting to carve out for External Affairs an 
independent role in the international aspects of economic policies’.6

3  Cecily, 47.
4  Cecily, 47.
5  In 1937, when Colin Moodie joined the department, it had a staff of nine, working to its secretary, 
Colonel Roy Hodgson; see Memoir of Colin Moodie, NLA, MS Acc13.173, 9. 
6  Coombs, Trial Balance, 23.
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On 4 September 1941, John was promoted to acting third secretary of 
External Affairs. In the same month, following the announcement of the 
Atlantic Charter by United States President Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, John and Paul Hasluck, who 
headed the political section, attempted to reinvigorate the stalled activities 
of the subcommittee that dealt with international aspects of reconstruction. 
John was appointed to represent External Affairs on that committee, Fin 
Crisp was selected to represent the Post-War Reconstruction Division and 
Nugget Coombs represented Treasury. On 3 October 1941, the short-
term Fadden Government that had succeeded the minority government 
of Prime Minister Menzies was defeated when two independents voted 
with the Labor Party.7 On 7 October 1941, Prime Minister John Curtin 
was sworn in leading a minority Labor Government. Dr H. V. (Bert) 
Evatt, or ‘the Doc’ as he was called, became attorney-general and minister 
for External Affairs. John was confirmed as third secretary of External 
Affairs on 20 November. Under Menzies, Evatt, as a newly elected Labor 
member of parliament, had served on the multi-party Advisory War 
Council in 1940–41, in which position John perceived that Evatt seemed 
to have taken charge of the postwar reconstruction agenda. John now saw 
that he was in a strong position to demonstrate the critical importance 
of international trade and economic policies in Australia’s foreign policy.

Arthur Tange, seconded to the Department of External Affairs in 1945, 
noted in his memoirs that, under John’s urging, the department had sought 
a role in policy in the economic fields vital to postwar reconstruction, 
‘particularly with the prospect of the United Nations and the other 
institutions being set up with various regulatory powers’. He said that, 
apart from John, ‘the Department was devoid of experience in economic 
matters’.8

One of the first things John discussed with his new minister, Evatt, 
was his concerns about Japan’s reaction to restricted markets. Evatt sent 
a message to US Secretary of State Cordell Hull, asking him to approach 
the Japanese Ambassador and assure him that the USA would put pressure 
on the colonial powers to make possible free entry into colonial markets. 

7  Prime Minister Menzies, leader of the United Australia Party and a minority government, had 
depended on the support of two independents at the time. On 28 August 1941, Menzies resigned 
the prime ministership and Arthur Fadden, the only member of the Country Party to become prime 
minister other than in a ‘caretaker’ capacity, had succeeded him, but for only 40 days.
8  Sir Arthur Tange, Defence Policy-Making: A Close-Up View, 1950–1980 – A Personal Memoir , ed. 
Peter Edwards (Canberra: ANU E Press, 2008), ch. 1, doi.org/10.22459/DPM.07.2008.

http://doi.org/10.22459/DPM.07.2008
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According to Asian historian Robert Cribb, the Japanese decision to go to 
war was largely a response to the economic blockade.9 But the Japanese 
fleet was already on its way to Pearl Harbor, and John’s fear was realised. 
John’s early interest in problems of intervention and the example of Japan 
drove his later theorising on the futility of power being employed to 
coerce behaviours that are beyond the capabilities of those being coerced. 
The problems of coercive intervention, he said, remained with him after 
he left his public service career and became the theme of a ‘peace theory’ 
he developed later in his written works.

With Japan on the doorstep, Evatt as minister for foreign affairs was busy. 
On a Friday afternoon in November 1941 John’s telephone rang. ‘Come 
over and see me,’ Bert Evatt demanded. ‘What about?’ John asked. ‘Just 
do it, don’t ask me questions.’10 John walked across from his West Block 
office to Parliament House to see Evatt. He then drove to Sydney for the 
weekend with Evatt and, as John tells it:

I was sitting in this damned office in Martin Place during the 
whole weekend, receiving telegrams and one thing and another; 
and I guess I was there for two or three years as a result.11

Evatt trusted John had the ability to provide the advice he needed in 
a changing political environment.12 The Curtin and Chifley Labor 
governments leaned towards a more independent foreign policy 
relationship with both Great Britain and the USA than Australia’s 
traditional subservience to the UK Foreign Office. Evatt supported that, 
as did John. As Paul Hasluck put it, ‘Burton instantly commended himself 
to Evatt’.13

9  Robert Cribb, ‘The Problem of Justice: Prosecuting Japanese for War Crimes after the Second 
World War’, speech delivered at Manning Clark House, Canberra, 22 August 2018. 
10  John Wear Burton, interview by Michael J. Wilson, 23 August 1995, Oral History Collection, 
NLA, ORAL TRC 2981/23, 4. 
11  Burton, interview by Michael J. Wilson, 1995, 4.
12  See Bonita Maywald, ‘Is It Possible to Re-imagine an Australian IR through John W. Burton’s 
Experience and Seeing Other-wise to Develop Alternative Approaches in Our International Relations?’ 
(Master’s diss., The Australian National University, 1999), 126; Burton, interview by Michael J. Wilson, 
1995, 6; Edwards, Prime Ministers and Diplomats, 145.
13  Paul Hasluck, Diplomatic Witness: Australian Foreign Affairs, 1941–1947 (Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne 
University Press, 1980), 15. 
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Evatt arranged to have John work directly with him in his offices, in 
Canberra, Sydney or Melbourne, as required.14 They developed a close 
personal and professional relationship, but it was a ‘complex dynamic 
and not without significant tensions’.15 On one occasion, the story goes, 
Evatt strode through parliament to make a fiery speech, stripping off his 
coat and flinging it dramatically to the floor as he went. John is reported 
to have hurried after him, gathering up the coat from the floor, neatly 
folding it and placing it over the back of Evatt’s chair. Calming Evatt was 
something few others could do.

Hasluck, who later served as minister for External Affairs in the second 
Menzies Government, thought that Wilson, who had initially handpicked 
John to join his postwar reconstruction group, ‘did not mind losing 
Burton’, and that Roy Hodgson, secretary of the Department of External 
Affairs, ‘did not wish to keep him’.16 Hasluck and Evatt did not like 
each other and Hasluck’s attitude was to ‘let the Minister have him’.17 
However, Hasluck recognised John’s shift to External Affairs as ‘a fateful 
move’. He said, ‘Evatt ran a substitute for the Department from his own 
ministerial office with Burton doing more of the fixing and arranging 
than any departmental officer did and having much more influence on 
shaping the minister’s opinions than anyone in the department had.’18 
John confirmed this assessment. He wrote to Hasluck and said of Evatt, 
‘he will accept a draft quite easily. I have not had so many ideas put over 
for a long time!’19 John described his ‘very curious position’ as a kind 
of liaison between Evatt and the department. ‘He was very suspicious, 
I guess of the department and I don’t think he saw much of Hodgson 
at all,’ John said, and that, ‘it all came to me, piles of telegrams’.20

14  29 December 1941, Evatt wrote to the Public Service Board requesting John’s services and 
opined that the work warranted a salary at least equivalent to that granted to private secretaries.
15  Adam Hughes Henry, ‘Reflections on Dr John Wear Burton: The Forgotten Mandarin?’ ISAA 
Review 12, no. 1 (2013), 68.
16  Hasluck, Diplomatic Witness, 15.
17  Dunn, From Power Politics to Conflict Resolution, 20. Hodgson headed the department from 
1935 until 21 June 1945.
18  Hasluck, Diplomatic Witness, 15.
19  Geoffrey Bolton, ‘Paul Hasluck with Dr Evatt at the United Nations’, in The Seven Dwarfs and 
the Age of the Mandarins: Australian Government Administration in the Post-War Reconstruction Era, ed. 
Samuel Furphy (Canberra: ANU Press, 2015), 210, doi.org/10.22459/SDAM.07.2015.11.
20  Burton, interview by Michael J. Wilson, 1995, 5. 

http://doi.org/10.22459/SDAM.07.2015.11
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Our family home life was disrupted by a demanding Evatt. Frequent 
travel, late nights, early mornings and little sleep for John became the 
norm for the next several years. Minister Arthur Calwell recalled telling 
Evatt on one occasion that he was very unfair in keeping John in his office 
until 3 am, ‘just to wait on him and make him a cup of tea or coffee and 
be around if he wanted anything’.21 He said to Evatt, ‘This young man 
has a wife and two babies. He ought to be home with them, and not here.’ 
The next day, John thanked Calwell but asked him not to intercede on his 
behalf again: ‘I got hell after you left,’ he said.22

Foreign policy was implemented by telegrams and cables in response 
to wartime emergencies. Piles of both came to Evatt’s office. Decisions 
had to be made quickly and were made with little contact with the 
department. Cables would come in at night and Evatt expected John to 
draft responses. Not knowing Evatt well at the early stage of working with 
him, John had to decide whether a cable warranted waking Evatt at night 
or not. Then he learned to place those he wanted Evatt to read in the 
morning on top of the pile, and the things he did not need him to read on 
the bottom. He soon learned how quickly Evatt absorbed material, and 
where his special interests lay, and John kept the files updated on changing 
circumstances so that he could quickly provide Evatt with background 
briefings. Hodgson, as departmental head, was annoyed at cables being 
answered overnight without his knowledge and at not being sufficiently 
consulted. On 15 February 1942, Singapore having fallen to the Japanese, 
Hodgson stayed up playing cards in case any cables came in. It was the 
night that Lieutenant General Gordon Bennett handed command of the 
8th Division in Singapore to a brigadier and, along with some of his staff 
officers, commandeered a small boat and left the island, leaving others to 
become prisoners of the Japanese. John slept all night and no one woke 
him to consult Evatt about the event. He found a cable in the morning 
stating that the commandeered boat was heading for Indonesia and that 
the men would be arrested and dealt with on arrival. Evatt was furious, 
demanding to know what John had done about the cable. Walking along 
a corridor in Parliament House the next morning Evatt boomed at him, 
‘These soldiers are going to be shot on arrival in Indonesia!’23 John knew 
that it was not his fault he had not been woken and shouted back, ‘Don’t 
talk to me like that! You’d better get into Cabinet and get a decision and 

21  A. A. Calwell, Calwell: Be Just and Fear Not (Hawthorn, Vic.: Lloyd O’Neil, 1972), 199.
22  Calwell, Be Just and Fear Not, 199.
23  Burton, interview by Michael J. Wilson, 1995, 5.
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I’ll get a telegram off.’ John’s story is that Evatt quietly walked off, later 
returned from Cabinet and handed a piece of paper to John, saying, ‘Send 
this.’ John never had to suffer Evatt’s rudeness again.

Only days later, a series of cables went back and forth concerning the 
control of two divisions of Australian troops returning from the Middle 
East with the original intent of returning to the Dutch East Indies. Curtin, 
‘unable to sleep for days at a time’ while the troops were crossing the Indian 
Ocean, was urging Churchill to send the troops back to Australia, to 
defend its shores from Japanese attack.24 Nevertheless, Churchill ordered 
the diversion of one division, the Australian 7th, to Burma. An urgent 
response was required. Evatt was not well, Frank Forde, minister for army, 
was not available and, according to John, ‘There wasn’t a Minister around. 
No one wanted to be responsible for making this decision.’25 Curtin could 
not be found. He went ‘missing’ about an hour before midnight – the 
deadline for sending the crucial cable – ‘the one telling Churchill we 
wanted our troops back’, John recalled.26 When Curtin suffered sleepless 
nights, he would customarily pace the grounds of the Lodge, but he was 
nowhere to be found. ‘We sent messages … there were only two cinemas 
in Canberra then … we sent messages and put it on the screen: “Is the 
Prime Minister there?” No responses.’27 Curtin walked in just before 
midnight. He had been walking around Mount Ainslie contemplating, 
drafting words in his head. He asked for a stenographer, and rapidly 
dictated a short cable to Churchill demanding that the troops be sent 
straight back.28 It was a step in the direction of Australia developing an 
independent foreign policy, one which John would continue to urge was 
in Australia’s best interest.

24  David Day, ‘John Joseph Curtin’, in Australian Prime Ministers, ed. Michelle Grattan (Sydney: 
New Holland Publishers, 2000), 218, 233–34. 
25  Burton, interview by Michael J. Wilson, 1995, 8.
26  Interview with Phillip Adams for Weekend Australian Magazine, 17–18 July 2004, 46.
27  Burton interview by Michael J. Wilson, 1995, 8.
28  Curtin to Churchill, 23 February 1942, cited in David Black, ed., In His Own Words: John Curtin’s 
Speeches and Writings (Bentley, WA: Paradigm Books, Curtin University of Technology, 1995), 200.
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